Demon's Cycle Receives New 48 Fat Spoked Custom Wheels for
Harley-Davidsons
To meet the growing demand, custom motorcycle parts supplier Demon's Cycle has
received new stock of its range of 48 fat spoke wheels.
November 4, 2013 (FPRC) -- Demon's Cycle Inc., a custom Harley motorcycle builder and custom
motorcycle parts supplier, is pleased to announce that it has increased its stockpile of 48 fat spoke
custom wheels for Harley-Davidson motorcycles. Since fat spoke wheels are the most popular
custom wheel on the market, Demon’s Cycle has acquired a greater number of units to ensure that it
can supply its customers quickly and without delay, while keeping prices at the lowest possible.
Demon’s current stock includes high quality chrome and black wheels to fit Harley-Davidson
motorcycles, including Softail, Fatboy, Delux, Dresser and custom designs, with 160 to 300 wide
rear spoked wheels and 18 inch to 23 inch front wheels with fat spokes.
The wheels, which are available as complete sets and as individual rims, feature fat spokes of
high-polished stainless steel, which have a tripled plated chrome or powder coated black finish. All
the wheels have rims which are sealed for use with tubeless tires and they all come with billet hubs
and sealed bearings.
“When I look at a motorcycle it is the wheels that often catch my attention first,” said Tom
Steinbacher, owner of Demon’s Cycle. “The wheels on a bike can define the machine, they speak
volumes about the style and design. Anyone wanting to customize their Harley-Davidson can start
by changing the wheels.”
Demon’s Cycle only offers the best in terms of craftsmanship and pricing, yet without cutting corners
and reducing quality. For example, every fat spoke wheel from Demon’s includes a second set of
bearings and a spacer. There are no hidden charges, nothing left to chance.
About Demon's Cycle
Based in Pompano Beach, South Florida, Demon's Cycle is a multi-million dollar international
custom motorcycle wholesale parts company. It was started more than nineteen years ago by Tom
Steinbacher and has developed a reputation as a pioneer of radical motorcycle designs, euro style
bikes and custom Harley chopper concepts. As well as building custom motorcycles and selling
rolling chassis, Demon's Cycle specialize in the sale of custom parts for Harley-Davidson
motorcycles. They offer a wide range of parts including handlebars, hand controls, tires, gas tanks
and turn signals.
Contact
Demon's Cycle Inc.
1407 SW 10th Ave.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Telephone: 954-943-0000
Fax: 954-943-0377
Web: http://www.demonscycle.com
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Contact Information
For more information contact Demons Cycle of Demons Cycle (http://www.demonscycle.com)
954-943-0000
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